




64 THE GRADUATE CONSORTIUM IN WOMEN'S STUDIES 

!.:ns, families, and deep and long-term friendships. Because keepicpfriendships required the most planning (keeping up with work and familytook up virtually all of our time and energy), the Consortium meetingswere a welcomed opportunity to get together; even the endless roundrobin phone calling to schedule meetings had its pleasures. Our affectionfor one another rewarded our efforts and replenished our energy. At our meetings we discussed such start-up questions as, What is aConsortium and how should it work? Who should be included in themembership? What kinds of courses should be offered? How should theConsortium be governedl Where should it be based? Where could welocate support? These questions involved many different intellectual,political, and management issues, and it was heartening to sec how therelevant skill and knowledge to address them kept surfacing among us,moving our ideas along. In between discussing these major issues, group members gave vent to·problems at their jobs or with their children and spoke of their current writing projects and travel plans. It was as though our public and privatelives were of a piece, except that everyone always knew where the seamswere, and we could refocus immediately when called upon to do so. FromRuth's kitchen, we would march off together to one of the restaurants inthe neighborhood with large tables and an atmosphere that allowed forconversation. The choice of dishes fell to whoever knew most about aparticular cuisine; our expertise about literally everything on the tablewas revolving. So much happened at those early meetings. We worked out our organizational model: courses would be taught by interdisciplinary teams involving faculty from at least two institutions for the benefit of graduatestudents from any of the participating institutions. The idea was to inventunique courses in areas of contemporary academic concern that could notbe taught in any single department or at any single university but thatdrew on the faculty resources of several. Our series of courses wouldcomplement rather than replace existing graduate programs. At this stage, our course criteria were fairly simple. All courses wouldhave to be (1) interdisciplinary, that is, team-taught by at least two facultymembers trained in different disciplines and open to both theoretical andmore empirical approaches; (2) innovative, that is, committed to breakingnew ground and developing new materials rather than reviewing, summarizing, or presenting the latest research; (3) epistemologically self-conscious, that is, explicitly aware of the historical and cultural location ofthe intellectual sources on which they drew. Even courses dealing withpurely theoretical approaches to gender would be expected to put intohistorical and cross-cultural perspective the sources of the theories theyexamined and developed. Oddly perhaps, the foci on global location, class, and race were not
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. mapped out before the collaborative process was set in motion but ratherevolved as courses took shape. The only inviolate principle articulatedearly on was the processual principle of governance by a rotating, collective body drawn from participating institutions. We were convinced then,as we are now, that this one overriding principle would ensure the democratic flexibility of the institution to serve a variety of different purposesand prevent any one group or individual from dominating it. We felt thatif intellectual and policy decisions were made by such a rotating, collectivegroup, we could trust the process to take care of whatever issues came up.For a long time these guidelines constituted our entire intellectualagenda. Although we thought of the Consortium as a place in whichbureaucratic forms would be altered to accord with our feminist philosophy and aims, we stumbled upon the particulars of our intellectual ambitiousness (i.e., radical interdisciplinarity and global contextualization) inthe course of our open meetings with interested feminist faculty in thecommunity. But that is getting ahead of the story. As we worked on our intellectual model and shaped a plan for admin
istration, we needed to solve other key issues: Where would the Consortium be housed and how would it be funded? Should the location of ourfacilities and home rotate? Should the Consortium be administered jointlyor perhaps as an independent entity, like a few other jointly sponsoredacademic institutes in the area? Were there other kinds of innovativestructural arrangements that could develop through collaboration, just aswe had evolved our intellectual model? 

Finding a Home: The Radcliffe Connection 

Although any of the participating institutions had been a possiblelocation for the Consortium, the inauguration of Linda Smith Wilson aspresident of Radcliffe College in 1990 seemed the perfect opportunity toidentify our collaborative project with a distinguished institution withseveral pioneering ventures in women's studies education and research to its credit-for example, the Bunting Institute, the Schlesipgcr Library on
the History of Women in America, and the Murray Rc'search Center.Florence Ladd, Director of the Bunting Institute, encouraged us to speakto Radcliffe's new president, and our initial conversations ntade all thingsseem possible. Some of us remember meeting in the drawing room of Wilson's presidential residence on Brattle Street, with its oriental rugs and dark antiquefurniture; it was an unusual gathering of Boston's feminist intellectuals.Wilson welcomed us warmly as we shared our notions about the proposed
Consortium. At first, she seemed more interested in how the Consortium
might function as a resource for faculty development, perhaps on a na-






















